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Background: During the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, healthcare workers (HCWs) are being
exposed to infection both at work and in their communities. Determining where HCWs
might have been infected is challenging based on epidemiological data alone. At Akershus
University Hospital, Norway, several clusters of possible intra-hospital SARS-CoV-2 trans-
mission were identified based on routine contact tracing.
Aim: To determine whether clusters of suspected intra-hospital SARS-CoV-2 transmission
could be resolved by combining whole genome sequencing (WGS) of SARS-CoV-2 with
contact tracing data.
Methods: Epidemiological data were collected during routine contact tracing of poly-
merase chain reaction-confirmed SARS-CoV-2-positive HCWs. Possible outbreaks were
identified as wards with two or more infected HCWs defined as close contacts who tested
positive for SARS-CoV-2 less than three weeks apart. Viral RNA from naso-/oropharyngeal
samples underwent nanopore sequencing in direct compliance to the ARTIC Network
protocol.
Findings: Five outbreaks were suspected from contact tracing. Viral consensus sequences
from 24 HCWs, two patients, and seven anonymous samples were analysed. Two outbreaks
were confirmed, one refuted, and two remained undetermined. One new potential out-
break was discovered.
Conclusion: Combined with epidemiological data, nanopore WGS was a useful tool for
investigating intra-hospital SARS-CoV-2 transmission. WGS helped to resolve questions
about possible outbreaks and to guide local infection prevention and control measures.
ª 2021 The Healthcare Infection Society. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
us University Hospital,
Control, Box 1000, Lør-

us.no (H.V. Aamot).

ociety. Published by Elsevier
Introduction

The severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2
(SARS-CoV-2) pandemic has created a heavy strain on
healthcare workers (HCWs) treating COVID-19 patients. In
addition to the risk of burnout and psychological distress
reported, HCWs may also be at risk of infection at work [1,2].
Furthermore, HCWs may also be a source of infection for
Ltd. All rights reserved.
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patients and colleagues via asymptomatic carriage and
transmissibility prior to the onset of symptoms. Due to the
high mortality rate of COVID-19 among the elderly, a par-
ticularly difficult challenge has been to avoid virus entry to
nursing homes and hospitals. Studies describing the risk and
events of SARS-CoV-2 intra-hospital transmission are dis-
crepant [3e8]. During an epidemic, when there is frequent
viral transmission in the community, it is not always clear
whether HCWs are infected at work or during their spare
time. As the pandemic is constantly evolving, new awareness
towards specific variants has soared from fear of strains more
transmissible, pathogenic and likely to evade immunization
efforts. As outbreak definitions vary and outbreak reports
mainly depend on epidemiological data with SARS-CoV-2 test
results, the true transmission patterns remain uncertain [9].
An aggregation of infected HCWs in a ward over some days or
weeks does not necessarily imply intra-hospital transmission
or a local outbreak.

High-throughput sequencing technology enables the inves-
tigation of microbial outbreaks and transmissions at high res-
olution, including those of SARS-CoV-2. With an aim to reduce
time from sampling to interpretable epidemiological results in
viral outbreaks, the ARTIC network was established in the UK
and is now a global effort having partnered with the World
Health Organization and other public health bodies worldwide
(https://artic.network/ncov-2019). Through the employment
of portable sequencing instruments and rigging an online
integrative analysis platform, the protocols, primers, and bio-
informatics tools devised by the ARTIC network allow for real-
time epidemiology of the SARS-CoV-2 outbreak. Yet, only a few
studies have been published in which whole-genome
sequencing (WGS) has been combined with epidemiological
data to trace possible transmission chains in healthcare set-
tings [10e15].

In this cross-sectional study, the aim was to employ the
ARTIC network protocol and to combine resulting SARS-CoV-2
whole-genome sequence data with contact tracing data to
determine whether clusters of suspected intra-hospital SARS-
CoV-2 transmission could be resolved.
Methods

Contact tracing and epidemiological data

Akershus University Hospital is a secondary emergency care
hospital in Norway. It serves 640,000 people (12% of Norway’s
population) with approximately 1000 beds and 10,000
employees. Between March 5th, 2020 and July 1st, 2020, a total
of 200 COVID-19 patients had been admitted to the hospital.
The patients were treated in designated COVID-19 wards or in
the intensive care unit in single or double rooms, including
bathrooms. HCWs caring for COVID-19 patients used personal
protective equipment (PPE) in the form of gloves, gowns,
goggles and surgical face masks (respiratory masks if per-
forming aerosol-generating procedures). Other infection pre-
vention and control measures initiated in the hospital to
contain the spread of SARS-CoV-2 included testing of patients
and HCWs, isolation of SARS-CoV-2-infected patients, contact
tracing around all SARS-CoV-2-infected patients and employ-
ees, quarantine of close contacts, visitors restrictions, and
enhanced cleaning routines. Masks or other PPE were not worn
in contact with patients or colleagues without symptoms or
suspected infection.

Patients were tested for SARS-CoV-2 upon admission to the
hospital if they had any respiratory, gastrointestinal, or central
nervous system symptoms of infection, fatigue, or myalgia.
Patients who developed any of these symptoms during their
stay were also tested. Strict testing criteria were applied for
HCWs in March 2020 (fever, cough, or shortness of breath), but
changed during April 2020 to include any symptoms of respi-
ratory or gastrointestinal tract infections, headaches, myalgia
or fatigue. Symptomatic HCWs were tested regardless of
whether they had had any contact with known SARS-CoV-2-
infected individuals, either at work or in the community.
Close contacts of positive cases (whether patients or HCWs)
were kept in quarantine, but not routinely tested unless they
developed symptoms.

The hospital’s infection control staff routinely recorded
epidemiological data during concurrent contact tracing of each
reverse transcriptionepolymerase chain reaction (RTePCR)-
confirmed SARS-CoV-2-infected HCW. A close contact was
defined as a person who had had physical contact with the
infected HCW without use of PPE, or who had been in close
proximity (<2 m) without PPE for>15 min to the infected HCW,
starting from 24 h (48 h from June 2020) before the onset of
symptoms. All close contacts were quarantined for 14 days (10
days since May 2020).

For the period from March 10th, 2020 to July 1st, 2020,
possible outbreaks were searched for by identifying wards with
two or more infected HCWs who had had close contact as
previously defined, and who tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 less
than three weeks apart. If we had a suspected outbreak in a
ward, all isolates from HCWs in those wards were included in
the study, regardless of documentation of close contact
between all the cases. All the suspected outbreaks in the
somatic wards occurred in wards that were designated COVID-
19-wards, and where the HCWs used PPE when caring for
patients. Hence, the patients were not included as close con-
tacts, unless there were reported or suspected breaches of
infection control practices.

To assess the local diversity of SARS-CoV-2, we also included
viral genomes from some HCWs who had no known connection
to other cases in the hospital, and who worked in different
units, and some viral genomes from anonymous patients in the
hospital.

The numbers of eligible and included samples are presented
in Supplementary Figure S1.

RNA isolation

RNA was isolated using an easyMAG extractor following the
manufacturer’s instructions for extraction of total nucleic
acids from airways samples (bioMérieux, Marcy-l’Etoile,
France). The qualitative RTePCR detects the SARS-CoV-2 virus
E-gene based on a method published by Corman et al. [16]. The
eluate and samples of all positive RTePCR are routinely stored
at e80�C.

Library preparation and sequencing

Eluted RNA from 46 samples were reverse-transcribed and
PCR-amplified using information provided by ARTIC Network
(https://artic.network/ncov-2019). Briefly, the method uses

https://artic.network/ncov-2019
https://artic.network/ncov-2019
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random hexamers for RT and multiplex PCR amplification of
cDNA using a tiling amplicon scheme and the ARTIC nCoV-2019
version 3 primer set [17]. The annealing temperature of the
PCR reaction was lowered to 63�C to increase amplification
efficiency of problematic primer pairs. The PCR products were
sequenced on a GridION sequencer (Oxford Nanopore Tech-
nologies, Oxford, UK). Five of the samples were sequenced
twice to assess the reproducibility of the method.

Bioinformatic analysis

The COVID-19 bioinformatics Medaka-pipeline developed by
the ARTIC network (https://artic.network/ncov-2019/
ncov2019-bioinformatics-sop.html) was used to generate con-
sensus sequences and call variant nucleotides relative to the
reference sequence. Called variants were visualized in Gene-
ious Prime (v2020.0.4) for validation using the BAM-files gen-
erated from the Artic pipeline. For the re-sequenced samples,
the sample with the highest coverage was used for further
analysis after determining the reproducibility of the method.

Phylogenetic analysis, Nextstrain clade assortment,
and pangolin lineage assignment

To compare the study samples in broader context, published
SARS-CoV-2 genomes were downloaded from GISAID
(Supplementary Table S1) as follows: all from Norway (N ¼ 73);
international strains from European countries where contact
tracing early in the pandemic had identified cases of SARS-CoV-
2 importation to Norway (N ¼ 250); and samples from China
(N ¼ 6) with collection dates up to 1 July 2020 [18]. A multiple
sequence alignment (MSA) of the sequenced samples and
downloaded SARS-CoV-2 genomes from GISAID was generated
using MAFFT (v7.450) with the 1PAM scoring matrix. The MSA
was then manually inspected to remove low-quality sequences.
FastTree (v2.1.11) was used to generate phylogenetic trees,
using GTR substitution model. The phylogenetic tree was fur-
ther visualized and annotated using an in-house R-script with
the ggtree package (v2.2.1) [19].

Samples were assorted to clades according to the Nextstrain
nomenclature [20]. Clade assortment was carried out using a
combination of phylogenetic placement of the samples and the
presence of clade-specific signature mutations. In cases where
samples had no coverage in areas of the genome with signature
mutations, variants could in some cases be extrapolated from
the presence of co-mutations.

Pangolin lineage assignment was done using the Pangolin
COVID-19 Lineage Assigner online tool [21].

Outbreak assessment

The data generated by the nanopore sequencing were used
to confirm or refute whether cases of close contacts were part
of the same transmission chain. Whereas many variants make
up the different SARS-CoV-2 clades, study-unique variants were
weighted when assessing whether cases were the result of a
suspected hospital transmission chain. Study-unique variants
were defined as SARS-CoV-2 variants that met the following two
criteria: (i) variants that showed no local geographic dis-
tribution and (ii) with two or more co-occurring mutations not
found together in any other genome in the GISAID database.
Ethical approval

The study was approved by Akershus University Hospital’s
Data Protection Official (2020_62). The data were recorded as
part of the hospital’s routine for outbreak investigations, as
authorized by the institutional infection control programme
and the Norwegian regulation of infection control in the
healthcare service (FOR-2005-06-17-610).

Results

Identification of transmission clusters based on
routine contact tracing

During the study period, 68 HCWs from 38 wards tested
positive for SARS-CoV-2. Based on routine contact tracings it
appeared that the majority of the HCWs had been infected
abroad or had a household/close social contact with SARS-CoV-
2 infection that preceded their own illness.

Data from 24 HCWs and two patients from 11 wards were
analysed (Table I), as well as seven anonymous patient
samples from our hospital. Five of the wards had two or more
HCWs who tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 less than three
weeks apart. In one of the wards, there had been close
contact between the positive HCWs. Hence, these cases had
originally not been regarded as part of the same outbreak. In
the four other wards, there were five different clusters of
cases in which direct transmission was suspected among
some of the HCWs due to close contact or work on the same
shift (Table I, outbreaks A, C, and D). In addition, there was
a possible link between one HCW who reported a breach in
infection control procedures during treatment of a SARS-CoV-
2-infected patient (Table I, outbreak B), and a probable link
between five HCWs from two different wards who all dis-
played COVID-19 symptoms a few days after treating the
same SARS-CoV-2-positive patient (Table I, outbreak E). The
remaining samples were singletons with no epidemiological
links to other cases. In Table I, we list the cases by date and
ward, and illustrate which cases were linked by contact
tracing information, and how WGS helped us refute or con-
firm some of the suspected outbreaks.

Sequencing results

In total, 46 samples were sequenced on the GridION. The
average genome coverage for all the samples was 84.6%.
However, by removing samples with coverage<80% (N¼ 9), the
coverage of the analysed samples increased to 95.5%. Thirty-
three samples were chosen for downstream analysis after fil-
tering out samples with <80% coverage and replicates (Table I
and Supplementary Figure S1).

Variants analysed

In total, 273 variants were called relative to the reference
genome (MN908947.3) over 62 sites. The lowest number of
variants in any sample was five (HCW19 and HCW22) and the
highest was 13 (Anonymous 5). The average number of var-
iants per sample was 8.3. The reported variants were iden-
tical for all the re-sequenced samples where they shared
coverage.

https://artic.network/ncov-2019/ncov2019-bioinformatics-sop.html
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Table I

Assessment of intra-hospital SARS-CoV-2 transmission

Case Sample

date

Ward Outbreak as

defined by

contact tracing

Outbreak as

defined by

WGS

Nextstrain

clade

Pangolin

lineage

Study-

unique

variants

Interpretation

HCW1 Mar 29th 1 A Singleton 20C B.1 C20762T HCW1, HCW2: outbreak refuted, the two
close contacts had virus from different clades.HCW2 Apr 6th 1 A Singleton 20B B.1.1.64 G21724T

HCW3 Apr 13th 1 No positive
close contacts

Singleton 20A/
20268G

B.1.35 G6419A
G15438T
C23481T
T27384C

No close contacts included in the study, but several
cases from the same ward.

HCW4 Apr 14th 1 No positive
close contacts

Singleton 20C B.1 G15380Ta No close contacts included in the study, but several
cases from the same ward. Shares one study-unique
variant with Anonymous 1.

Patient 1 Apr 19th 1 B B 20A B.1 G4300Ta

G7975Aa
Patient 1, HCW5: outbreak confirmed, including two
close contacts as hypothesized. Two study-unique
variants are also shared with Anonymous samples 4.HCW5 Apr 27th 1 B B 20A B.1 G4300Ta

G7975Aa

C23185T
C29095T

HCW6 Apr 20th 1 C Cz 20C/24368T B.1 T24304C HCW6, HCW7: outbreak cannot be refuted
or confirmed. Same clade, but there are no
shared study-unique variants. Two HCWs who worked
together on the same shift, but with no close contact.

HCW7 Apr 22nd 1 C Cz 20C/24368T B.1 G21624T

HCW8 May 11th 1 D Dz 20A B.1 HCW8, HCW9: outbreak cannot be refuted or
confirmed.
Close contacts from the same ward, but with no
shared study-unique variants.

HCW9 May 12th 1 D Dz 20A B.1 C21114T
A25442G

HCW10 Apr 10th 2 No positive
close contacts

Singleton 20C/24368T B.1 T6178C No close contacts included in the study.

HCW11 Apr 14th 2 No positive
close contacts

Singleton 20A B.1 G17347T
C23895T

No close contacts included in the study.

HCW12 Apr 14th 3 No positive
close contacts

F 20A B.1 C6706Ta HCW12, HCW13: new outbreak detected by WGS in
two HCWs from the same ward, but with no record of
close contact.HCW13 Apr 13th 3 No positive

close contacts
F 20A B.1 C6706Ta

Patient 2 Jun 10th 4/5 E E 20C/24368T B.1 G5036Aa

G6986Aa
Patient 2, HCW14e18: outbreak including five HCWs
and one patient confirmed as likely despite use of
PPE.HCW14 Jun 19th 4 E E 20C/24368T B.1 G5036Aa

G6986Aa

HCW15 Jun 19th 4 E E 20C/24368T B.1 G5036Aa

G6986Aa

HCW16 Jun 22th 5 E E 20C/24368T B.1 G5036Aa

G6986Aa
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T21965A
A25817G

HCW17 Jun 25th 5 E E 20C/24368T B.1 G5036Aa

G6986Aa

C11824T
C23127T

HCW18 Jul 1st 5 E E 20C/24368T B.1 G5036Aa,*
G6986Aa

T16515C
HCW19 Mar 12th 6 No positive

close contacts
Singleton 19A B.2 A136C

T17247C
No epidemiological links to other cases.

HCW20 Mar 24th 7 No positive
close contacts

Singleton 20C B.1.114 C13426T
G28368A

No epidemiological links to other cases.

HCW21 May 4th 8 No positive
close contacts

Singleton 20A B.1 No epidemiological links to other cases.

HCW22 Apr 6th 9 No positive
close contacts

Singleton 19A B.2 C18086T No epidemiological links to other cases.

HCW23 Mar 24th 10 No positive
close contacts

Singleton 20A/
20268G

B.1.5 G5230T
G15846T

No epidemiological links to other cases.

HCW24 Apr 6th 11 No positive
close contacts

Singleton 20A/
20268G

B.1.5.6 C3096T
G15438T

No epidemiological links to other cases.

Anonymous 1 Apr 21st e e e 20C B.1 C8772T
G15380Ta

Anonymous sample, but shares one
study-unique variant with HCW4.

Anonymous 2 Apr 21st e e e 20C/24368T B.1 e

Anonymous 3 Apr 24th e e e 20C/24368T B.1 C4234T e

Anonymous 4 Apr 22nd e e 20A B.1 G4300Ta

G7975Aa
Anonymous sample, but shares study-unique variants
with patient 1 and HCW5.

Anonymous 5 Apr 23rd e e e 20C/24368T B.1 C6633T
G11083T
T14257C
G20433C
C22482T
G26439T

e

Anonymous 6 Apr 23rd e e e 20A B.1 G1820A
T29026C

e

Anonymous 7 Apr 23rd e e e 20A B.1 e

HCW, healthcare worker; WGS, whole-genome sequencing; PPE, personal protective equipment.
Sample HCW3 did not have coverage at position A20268G.
Sample HCW7 did not have coverage at position C3037T.
a Study-unique variants found in more than one sample in the dataset. Mutations shown according to Nextstrain classification system.
* Denotes samples with no coverage in the given region with variant inferred from co-mutations.
z Outbreaks that cannot be confirmed or refuted by WGS.
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Phylogenetic analysis, Nextstrain clade assortment,
and pangolin lineage assignment

The results from the phylogenetic analysis and clade assort-
ment showed that the samples mainly clustered into two large
clades based on shared mutation profiles (Figure 1,
Supplementary Table S1). Eleven of the samples were classified
as clade 20A,with three samples clustering within the Nextstrain
emerging clade 20A/20268G. Sixteen of the samples clustered
within 20C and these samples clustered within two distinct
groups. The largest group consisted of 12 samples that shared the
G24368T mutation causing the amino acid change D936Y in the
heptad repeat 1 (HR1) domain of the spike protein. Themutation
profile shared between these samples has a high frequency in
other Nordic countries [22]. Therefore, the name 20C/24368T is
used when referring to this group to distinguish them from the
rest. Furthermore, two samples were classified as clade 19A and
one as 20B. No samples were classified as clade 19B.

For the pangolin lineage assignment, the samples were
assigned to lineage B.1 (N ¼ 26), B.1.1.64 (N ¼ 1), B.1.114 (N ¼
1), B.1.35 (N¼ 1), B.1.5 (N¼ 1), B.1.5.6 (N¼ 1), and B.2 (N¼ 2)
(Table I).
20A
*

*

***** *
* ******

*
**

***

20B

20A

Figure 1. Phylogenetic treeofwhole-genome-sequencedSARS-CoV-2 vir
and a selection of international viral genomes collected up until July 1st
Resolving outbreaks by contact tracing, sampling
times, and phylogenetic relationships

In total, five possible outbreaks were identified based on
routine contact tracing and one additional outbreak was
identified based on WGS data (Table I). Groups A, C, D, and F all
consist of HCWs with close contact or simultaneous work on the
same ward, while outbreaks B and E consist of samples from
both HCWs and patients.

Group A
Virus from HCW1 was classified as clade 20B and virus from

HCW2 as 20C. Thus, they were classified as two different
genetic clades and direct transmission was ruled out.

Group B
Patient 1 and HCW5 both had viruses with two variants that

were neither shared with any other virus nor found with high
frequency in the GISAID database (G4300T, G7975A). However,
the virus from HCW5 had two additional variants. HCW5 was
tested nine days after the patient. Anonymous 4 was sampled
three days after the patient and shared G4300T, G7975A
**** **

*

*
*

*

**

19B

19A

20C

Country

Austria

China

England

Italy

Norway

Spain

Sweden

us fromAkershusUniversityHospital, Norwaycompared toall national
and published in the GISAID database. *Samples from this study.
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without additional variants. HCW5 reported that the patient
suffered from violent cough attacks, and that the PPE had felt
insufficient during treatment of this patient.

Group C
Viruses from HCW6 and HCW7 were classified as 20C/24368T.

However,astheybothhadoneadditionalvariantnotsharedbythe
other and did not share any study-unique variants, direct trans-
mission between HCW6 andHCW7was interpreted as uncertain.

Group D
The two viruses were classified as clade 20A. However,

whereas virus from HCW8 had no additional variants, virus from
HCW9 had two (C21114T, A25442G). These HCWs were close
contacts and worked on the same ward for several shifts at a
time when there was very low transmission activity in the
community [23]. It is likely that they were linked in a trans-
mission chain within the ward, but since the viruses did not
share any unique variants this cannot be certain.

Group E
This group consists of primary case (Patient 2) and five

samples from HCWs (HCW14e18) known to have interacted
with them. Contact tracing indicated that HCW14e18 were all
infected during the same shift. The viruses in this group shared
the clade-defining G24368T variant and two study-unique var-
iants (G5036A, G6986A). During this study a Norwegian sample
was submitted to the GISAID database (Norway/2829/2020)
harbouring the same three co-mutations (G5036A, G6986A,
G24368T), leaving our set of variants in outbreak E not strictly
study-unique according to the defined criteria. The Norway/
2829/2020 sample was taken on June 29th, 2020, towards the
end of this outbreak investigation, predating only the sample
obtained from HCW18 (July 1st, 2020). The viruses from the
patient and the two HCWs at ward 4 (HCW14, HCW15) were
identical. HCW14 and HCW15 were tested on the same day and
shortly after their only contact with the patient e nine days
after the patient had been tested (June 10th, 2020). The viruses
from the three HCWs from ward 5, where the patient was later
transferred (HCW16e18), each had one or two additional non-
shared variants. These samples were taken 12, 15, and 21 days
after the patient’s sample. The associations between contact
tracing, individual sample timelines, and viral genotypes sug-
gest a common source of infection in outbreak E. In addition,
the low incidence of COVID-19 in the region at the time sug-
gests that a common source of infection was to be found at the
hospital and not in the community [23]. We elaborate on the
appearance of non-shared variants in the Discussion.

Group F
HCW12 and HCW13 had no close contact according to defi-

nitions used in the contact tracing, but they worked in the
same ward during the same week. Their viral samples had
identical sequences and they shared the study-unique variant
C6706T. Hence, they were most likely part of the same trans-
mission cluster. This potential outbreak within the hospital
would have gone undetected without the use of WGS data.
Discussion

By adding WGS of SARS-CoV-2 virus to routine contact
tracing in investigations of hospital outbreaks, this study shows
both the potential power and challenges with high-resolution
genotyping in local outbreak settings. Of the five suspected
outbreaks, two were confirmed, two remain undetermined and
one was refuted. In addition, one new possible transmission
was detected, previously unidentified by routine contact
tracing. Based on high-resolution genomic data, the timely
implementation of SARS-CoV-2 WGS can guide local infection
prevention and control measures. With the emergence of novel
variants in the second and third waves of the COVID-19 pan-
demic with feared capabilities, the importance of swiftly
obtaining high-resolution genomic SARS-CoV-2 data cannot be
overstated. Different protective measures from PPE and per-
sonal behaviour recommendations to regional and national
lockdowns and curfews are now guided by case-counts priori-
tized with data at the virus variant level. The rapid detection of
new and potentially more transmissible strains in hospitals can
raise the alert and devise even higher safety measures
including HCW routines and staff rotation.

So far, data from the GISAID database has been useful for
detecting potential structural changes in the virus, monitoring
large-scale transmission dynamics, potential antigenic drift
and SARS-CoV-2 evolution [24e27]. However, until now, there
have been few attempts to use WGS in real-time outbreak
investigations. In a retrospective cross-sectional Dutch study,
genomes from three different hospitals were compared to
genomes previously entered in GISAID, allowing the research-
ers to conclude that nosocomial transmission was probably not
a common source of infection among the HCWs studied [11]. A
British prospective surveillance study found possible trans-
mission links involving patients and symptomatic HCWs,
although it was not reported whether the HCWs were index
cases [10].

The confirmed outbreaks in our study contained samples
that all shared study-unique variants. By emphasizing the
presence of study-unique variants instead of using a pre-
determined cut-off of maximum allowed differences in var-
iants to determine intra-hospital transmissions, we lean into a
more stringent confirmation criterion than other studies. This
approach was chosen because SARS-CoV-2 is a novel human
virus with low genetic diversity, and there were few SARS-CoV-
2 genomes from Norway available online for comparison at the
time of analysis [26].

With limited data on the genetic background of virus
circulating in the community, and few available genomes
from hospital patients, we cannot confidently conclude that
all our seemingly linked cases by contact tracing were in fact
intra-hospital transmissions. In the one suspected outbreak
that was refuted, the samples belonged to different Next-
strain major clades and pangolin lineages, with several dif-
ferent variants reported. These cases are the easiest to
resolve using WGS data, as the number of variants that dis-
tinguish them makes the probability for linked transmission
during a short timeframe infinitesimally small. Hence, this
method is, for the time being, a stronger tool for refuting
outbreaks than for confirming outbreaks when used on its
own. When suspected outbreak genomes fall into different
clades, they are not from the same intra-hospital trans-
mission chain.

However, the real challenge is that of cases that do not
share any study-unique variants, but which belong to the same
clade and are genetically very similar. It is difficult to deter-
mine whether the few variants they do not share are the result
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of genetic variability in the viral genomes from a common
source, de-novo mutations that have developed over time
within the study participants, or due to infection from differ-
ent sources. There is still little research into intra-host varia-
tion and the effects of transmission bottlenecks of SARS-CoV-2,
but more knowledge in this field may help us interpret out-
breaks at finer resolution [28e30]. In-hospital studies such as
this may be helpful in studying these anticipated effects on
transmission dynamics and genetic variability, since the envi-
ronment and SARS-CoV-2 infections therein are tightly moni-
tored and controlled.

Mutations found in one case but not in others from the same
outbreak may be due to mutations that arise in the new host de
novo. The association between sampling times and new var-
iants supports the notion that new variants are generated in
HCWs during outbreak B and E in the periods between sus-
pected transmission events and sampling. Late acquired (>8
days) samples in both confirmed outbreaks carry individual
variants (N¼ 7) in a total of four HCWs not found in the primary
cases (Patients 1 and 2). Community acquisition of these
unique variants is considered highly unlikely for HCWs who
were under strict regimens to avoid SARS-CoV-2 infections at
work and in their spare time as Norway was in lockdown (March
12th to July 15th, 2020). The SARS-CoV-2 mutation rate is esti-
mated to result in about two mutations per month and it is
possible that the consensus genome differs by one, or even
two, nucleotides from one case to the next, especially if the
date of sampling differs by about seven days, as is the situation
in some of our cases [31]. Further studies are required to
determine intra-person mutation rates and minor viral allelic
diversities (i.e. signs of de-novo generation of mutations) in the
context of COVID-19 disease severity and SARS-CoV-2
infectivity.

This study also discovered a potential outbreak using WGS
data that would otherwise go unnoticed (outbreak F). This,
again, shows the advantages of incorporating information from
WGS technology to guide local infection prevention and control
measures.

Oxford Nanopore sequencers have been used to investigate
the global spread of SARS-CoV-2 from its origin in China and to
follow transmissions between and within countries. This
genomic information has been valuable in identifying local
clusters of transmission and for evaluating the effect of pre-
ventive measures, as shown in studies from Iceland, China, and
USA [32e34]. Several studies have used the Oxford Nanopore
sequencing platform to generate whole genome sequences of
SARS-CoV-2 and the technology produces highly accurate
consensus-level results [35].

Regarding the reproducibility of the method, all re-
sequenced samples in our set called the same variants rela-
tive to the reference genome. While nanopore sequencing has
been shown to have a high per-read error rate, the strategy of
generating consensus sequences from samples sequenced with
enough depth overcomes this problem [36]. There were some
differences in the coverage between the replicates; however,
this is attributed to stochastic processes in the PCR reaction
from primer performances and not the sequencing step. Using
nanopore sequencing in real-time surveillance and outbreak
investigation would help with better identification and
demarcation of outbreaks and limit further spread by aiding
the implementation of targeted measures. However, our
results show that the analysis is dependent on samples with CT-
value <33 for consistent amplification efficiency and con-
sequently high genome coverage (Supplementary Figure S2).
Due to the low start-up cost, portability, in addition to the
short time from sampling to interpretable and actionable
results, nanopore sequencing is also well suited for ‘lab-in-a-
suitcase’ initiatives where sequencing core facilities are
missing.

Because we did not have the resources to sequence the viral
genomes from all the patients who had been cared for by the
infected HCWs, our study could not be used to investigate
possible transmissions between HCWs with PPE and their
patients in general. However, our sample includes one out-
break (outbreak E) in which the HCWs all wore PPE as recom-
mended by the Norwegian Institute for Public Health and where
no breach in infection control procedures was reported. The
patient was transferred from a regular ward where the staff
used surgical masks, eye protection, coats, and gloves to an
intensive care unit where the staff wore the same equipment
but with FFP2 or FFP3 respirators instead of surgical masks. All
five HCWs who cared for the patient that one night were
infected regardless of which mask was used. Hence, this is an
example of a super-spreader event where a single person
infected several other individuals within only a few hours. The
patient had severe cough and respiratory failure and was
treated with an oxygen mask with a flow of 12 L/min before
transfer to the ICU.

In terms of patient safety and for the protection of HCWs, it
is important to monitor and examine any possible SARS-CoV-2
outbreaks in healthcare settings. Our results show that nano-
pore WGS was a useful tool for investigating intra-hospital
SARS-CoV-2 transmission in combination with epidemiological
data. Epidemiological tracing alone falsely identified one hos-
pital outbreak and overlooked one outbreak. WGS can provide
a better understanding of nosocomial transmission pathways
and allow for necessary and timely adaptations of local infec-
tion prevention and control routines.
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